
BY ROAD

Driving from Johannesburg:
From OR TAMBO airport, take the N12 (Boksburg lane!)
towards Witbank (=eMalahleni). Go past eMalahleni and turn
left at Belfast on the R540. Drive through Dullstroom,
Lydenburg and Orighstad towards Hoedspruit. Follow further
instructions below under ‘Driving from Hoedspruit’.

Driving from Polokwane:
Follow the R71 from Polokwane to Tzaneen through to Gravelotte and continue on the
R71 (do not turn to Phalaborwa at Gravelotte) but continue to the T-junction, turn left,
continue for 700 meters, than turn right off the R40, pass VIVA STATION and 5 minutes
after, you see the Balule Parsons Gate (sign is on the left, the Gate is on the right side of
the road).

Driving from Hoedspruit:
Turn left at Hoedspruit and take the R40 towards Phalaborwa. Pass Mica village,
keep going, past the Viva fuel station (Sameys) on your right.
Turn right after approx 500 meters after, at the Balule Parsons Gate (sign is on the left,
but the GATE is on the right side of the road).

On the Reserve, from the Gate:
At the gate they ask for your QR code but we have already sent this to the gate in most
cases, if you did not get it from us. Unless informed differently by us, you do not have to
pay in cash. We will add the levies to your invoice, unless already paid for upfront by you
or your booker.

Drive slowly (you won’t have much other choice in any case on the tough road). Do not
turn off your engine, do not go outside the car or hang outside the windows when you
encounter animals.

You will continue straight along the gravel road. You will continue for about 5 kms and
get to a building where there is a gate saying Nyati to the right. Do not turn off, just
continue straight.

Follow the road to the right and continue straight. You will start going past sign boards
with numbers and names. Do not turn off anywhere, you continue straight and go past a
sign to the left saying: Raptors Retreat, and then another sign, to the left, saying
‘Elephant game lodge.’

The next road right is the road to the lodge with the sign Parsons Hilltop Safari Camp.
Here you will turn right and just follow the road up to the camp. You have arrived!

PLEASE BEAR IN MIND THAT it takes around 40 minutes to arrive from the gate.
lunch time is at 14h00 and game drive times are 16h00 winter and 17h00 summer

TEL NR CAMP:+27 61 548 6483


